The separation of unobserved sources from mixed observed data is a fundamental signal processing problem. Most of the proposed techniques for solving this problem rely on independence or at least uncorrelation assumption for source signals. This paper introduces a technique for cases that source signals are correlated with each other. The method uses Wold decomposition principle for extracting desired and proper information from the predictable part of the observed data, and exploits approaches based on second-order statistics to estimate the mixing matrix and source signals. Simulation results are provided to illustrate the effectiveness of the method. 
INTRODUCTION
In this section, blind source separation (BSS) is generally introduced and a brief review of existing algorithms is given.
Blind source separation is a basic and challenging research problem in signal processing, which has received a great deal of attention in recent years. It has a broad range of applications such as: array signal processing [1, 2] , speech processing [3] , image reconstruction [4] , communication systems [5, 6] , biomedical signal processing [7] , and semiconductor manufacturing [8] .
BSS consists of recovering source signals from several observed noisy mixtures of them. The observations are obtained from a set of sensors, each receiving different combinations of the source signals. The problem is called "blind" because no information is available about the mixture, i.e. recovering of source signals is achieved without the knowledge of the characteristics of the transmission channel. The lack of prior information causes the difficulty of the problem, but it is precisely the strength of the BSS model, making it a versatile tool for signal processing problems.
Thus far, the problem of the BSS has been solved using various techniques and algorithms based on different assumptions and models. In the following a brief review of some of these approaches follows.
A common model used by many researchers is the combination system, i.e. the transformation from the source signals to the sensors is linear time-invariant (LTI) and instantaneous. This is the model that we use in this paper. A complicated model for the combination system is convolutive f o r m t h a t h a s b e e n i n ve s t i ga t e d b y s o me researchers [9, 10] .
The lack of prior information must be compensated by some assumptions that can be 332 -Vol. 16 (a) Particular Source Statistics The most popular condition used by BSS techniques is the statistical independence assumption between the source signals. These techniques assume that the primary sources are statistically independent, and therefore the goal in these techniques is to achieve a separation process that produces outputs as independent as possible [11] [12] [13] . A less stringent condition is uncorrelation of sources. Techniques, that use this condition, exploit temporal correlation of each source signal (second-order blind identification), and use a joint diagonalization method of several correlation matrices [14] , [15] . Other various assumptions in this category have been used such as cyclostationary condition that used by SCORE algorithm, which relies on the assumption that the different sources have different cyclostationary features [16, 17] .
(B) Special Source Signals Structures BSS algorithms that are in this category achieve separation process by tracking a special character, assumed a priory for source signals, in the observed data. Constant modulus algorithm (CMA) is an important technique in this class. This algorithm exploits the constant modulus property of some signals, e.g. communication signals like FM, PM, FSK. The algorithm is derived by finding proper weight vectors such that weighted observations become CM signals [18, 19] . Another property of source signals might be the finite alphabet of digital signals [20] .
(C) Special Structure For Combination System Some approaches use properties of the mixer of source signals (mixing matrix), e.g. assumptions on the geometry of the antenna array that cause special structures for mixing matrix. In particular, the columns of the mixing matrix are assumed to be vectors on the array manifold, each associated with a certain direction of arrival (DOA) (like Vander monde structure based on DOA for uniform linear array). MUSIC [21, 1] , and ESPIRIT [22] algorithms, are in this class. It must be noted here that spatial smoothing (SS) [23] has been proposed to extend these algorithms to cases of correlated source signals.
In this paper, the aim is to propose a solution to BSS problem for correlated source signals without imposing special structures on signals or mixing matrix. This paper is organized as follows: In section II, the problem of BSS is stated along with the related assumptions. Proposed pre-separation procedure is introduced in section III. Section IV expresses BSS algorithm, and simulation results are presented in section V. Concluding remarks are given in section VI.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section a model for the problem and some notions of blind identification are presented. 
The Model

B. Blind Separability and Identifiability
An issue in blind source separation problem is separability, i.e. the existence of a matrix B such that the product .A B separates the original signals. This depends purely on the structure of A (mixing matrix). In [24] , it has been proved that if the rank of A equals d (i.e. full column rank) then there always exists such a Matrix B . Also it has been shown that for separating all sources, there must exist at least d (the number of sources) sensors.
Another issue in BSS is blind identifiability (and indeterminacy) [15] . Complete identification of the mixture matrix is impossible because the exchange of a fixed scalar factor between a given source signal and the corresponding column of A doesn't affect the observations (scaling indeterminacy).
where k α is an arbitrary factor , and k a denotes the k-th column of A .
Indeterminacy is in the order of the separated signals (permutation indeterminacy). This is expressed by: 
for some permutation matrix P ,and some nonsingular diagonal matrix Λ .
PRE-SEPARATION PROCEDURE
The main step in our approach for correlated sources is a pre-separation process. The observed data is decomposed into regular and predictable components, using Wold decomposition. In the predictable component, the combination of uncorrelated contributions of source signals is identified on whose basis A (and consequently the source signals) is estimated using second order statistics. In this section, Wold decomposition and its application on observation data are introduced. The description of identifying algorithm for mixing matrix will follow.
Wold Decomposition An arbitrary process
can be written as a sum: 
Observation Decomposition
In this subsection a method is proposed for extracting and decomposing some information from the regular and predictable parts of the observation data. For simplicity, a special case of Model 2 with d = 2 and m = 2 is considered, that can be extended to general cases. So, we have the following model satisfying conditions expressed in II-A: 
where, (13), (14) and the fact that regular and predictable parts in each signal are orthogonal, we obtain:
where
From (15), (16) , (18) following relation obtains: 
From these equations, each observation signal has regular and predictable components, each corresponding to the combination of individual regular and predictable parts of source signals. A spectral method for separating these parts follows.
The correlation functions of the observation data are given by:
Hence power spectral density (psd) and crossspectral density (csd) functions of observations have the forms:
where,
As expected, the spectra of the predictable parts are pure impulsive. So, it is possible to detect and separate these components in the observation spectra. Although some little power of regular part and noise remain on separated predictable part spectra that are negligible. Consequently, correlation functions ( ) ( r x ijp τ ) of the predictable parts are obtained that will be used next. (15)- (16), considering { n Ω } as the common frequency set, we obtain:
Extracting Desired Information From Predictable Part
where:
( 
Removing the terms corresponding to common frequency components:
from which the desired correlation functions are obtained: where H denotes complex conjugate transpose, and
It is seen that in (35) the matrix, which is related to source signals, is diagonal (a desired condition). This representation is the basis of an algorithm for estimating mixing matrix A . are the corresponding eigenvectors, the orthogonalization matrix T , defined by:
BLIND SOURCE SEPARATION ALGORITHM
satisfies:
Also from (35),(38),(40), it is seen that : It is important to note here that this orthogonalization procedure changes the problem from the determination of mixing matrix A to that of a unitary matrix U . orthogonal correlation matrices and is described in the following theorem [14] :
Estimation of
,..., , τ τ τ be K nonzero time lags, and let V be a unitary matrix such that :
-V is essentially equal to U (desired unique unitary matrix) -A permutation can be operated on diagonal elements of It is important to note that for computing ) (t s , we use observation data ( ) x t (not ( ) x t ), so there isn't any information loss.
SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, the performance of the proposed method is investigated via computer simulation results. I .
We performed and compared two experiments: without pre-separation process (experiment #1) and with pre-separation process (experiment #2). The experiments were executed under noise free and SNR=3,5,8,10 (dB) conditions for various number of correlation matrices used in JD algorithm, and with different correlation coefficient of original source signals. Results are illustrated in Figures 1-8 . Figures 1-3 , show performance index (PI)(in dB) versus the number of jointly diagonalized correlation matrices for experiments #1 and #2. In these figures correlation coefficient is 0.5, and each figure has been plotted for a fixed SNR. In Figures 4 and 5 , corresponding to experiment #1 and #2, the performance indexes (in dB) versus several SNR (in dB) have been plotted for some constant number of jointly diagonalized correlation matrices with correlation coefficient 0.5. In Archive of SID www.SID.ir proposed algorithm is evident. In Figures 1-3 , it is obvious that the performances of two experiments become better as the number of the jointly diagonalized correlation matrices is increased, but this has a limit (as it is seen from small different between PI for K=5 and K = 6). Figures 12 and 15 .
Because there are two indeterminacies in the solution of problem, noticed in section II-B, it must be mentioned that in these experiments the separated signals have been modified knowing mixture matrix A for better comparing with original signals and computing their differences. So it seems that this criterion is not very suitable for general and more complicated cases although it depicts better the performance of the algorithm for simple cases. However, the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is evident in these experiments, too.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, an approach for solving BSS problem in the cases where source signals are correlated is introduced without additional assumptions on signal or mixing matrix structures.
An important step of this BSS algorithm is a pre-separation procedure where based on Wold decomposition principle, the information of predictable part of source signals (i.e. uncorrelated parts of predictable signals) is derived. The diagonal structure of the correlation matrix of this part is essential for next step of algorithm where by using the second-order based method and JD technique; separation process is completed by estimating Â and recovering Archive of SID www.SID.ir
